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3s, 4s & 5s 3s, 4s & 5sSPECIAL WORDS: SPECIAL WORDS:

BIBLE STORY: BIBLE STORY:

Jesus [point up] wants us [point to yourself] to 
say thank you [touch fingers to chin and bring 

fingers forward.]
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One Leper Says Thank You
Luke 17:11-19

One Leper Says Thank You
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 BIBLE STORY TIME  BIBLE STORY TIME

PRAYER TIME PRAYER TIME

MORNING TIME MORNING TIME

This week we heard the Bible story 
about how Jesus healed ten lepers. 
One leper made the right choice to 
say, “Thank You.” Remember, Jesus 
wants us to make right choices and 
say, “Thank You.” too! You can read 
the story of the ten lepers to your kid in 
Luke 17:11-19 of a children’s Bible. 
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Have your child repeat this prayer 
after you.

Dear God, 
[Dear God,]
Help me to make right choices
[Help me to make right choices]
and say thank you.
[and say thank you.]
In Jesus’ Name, 
[In Jesus’ Name]
Amen. 
[Amen.]
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Amen. 
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When you go to your kid’s room this 
week, say, “Time to wake up! On the 
count of three, let’s say, ‘Jesus, Thank 
You for today!’ Here we go. 1, 2, 3, 
Jesus, thank you for today!”
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BIBLE VERSE TIME BIBLE VERSE TIME
“Do to others [palms facing up, clap 
hands to the right and then to the left] as 
you want them [point both fingers away 
from self] to do to you.” [thumbs point 
towards self] Luke 6:31 [open hands 
like Bible] 
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